
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• After news that U.S. has imposed a 10% tariff on Canadian aluminum, Ottawa vows to retaliate  

“dollar for dollar” on American products. Deputy prime minister, Freeland, says move the hurts  
workers in both nations as tariffs will raise manufacturing costs and impede the free flow of trade.

• Canada has added 419,000 jobs to its economy in July and the jobless rate has dropped to 10.9%.  
However, when adding July’s job gain to both June’s and May’s, this still leaves Canada’s economy 
with 1.3 million fewer jobs than it had in February.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Quebec government lifts the ban on festivals but with a catch. All festivals must respect the 

maximum of 250 people and distancing rules. The government specifies that festivals can have 
multiple sites, each with 250 people, but sites need to be separated with separate access points.

• Quebec petition is already garnering 8,000 signatures is urging the government to accommodate 
families who cannot take the risk of sending children back to school and offer an online, remote 
learning option. Constitutional lawyer agrees, says forcing attendance violates charter rights.

USA NEWS
• President Trump reimposes tariffs on raw Canadian aluminum. The 10% tariff is aimed to protect U.S. 

industry from a surge in imports. The move is angering many U.S. business groups stating the tariff 
is counterproductive and unhelpful to U.S. interests.

• A 10% decrease in value of the U.S. dollar since March has raised returns for foreign investors in  
the world’s largest government bond market, coming at a time when U.S. treasury yields are near 
record lows. Incentive from foreign investors comes as the dollar is weak.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• Oil has dipped below $45 a barrel on Friday on worries that the demand recovery would slow due 

to resurgence in COVID-19 cases. This resurgence remains as a key issue for the market and 
demand outlook. Brent crude fell 51 cents, or 1.1% to $44.58.

• Sweden fared better than other EU nations as its restrictions were far less strict. The Swedish 
economy only shrank by 8.6% in the April to June period, compared to the European Union which 
saw a contraction of 11.9% in the same period.
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